
Activity report of the Tohoku Railway Association for the 2021 fiscal year
～Activities to energize railways in the Tohoku region 

and Project to share technological capabilities, etc.～

1．In October 2009, the “Small and Medium-Sized Railway Business Collaboration Project (Project to share technological capabilities and 
Project to send  passengers to each other)”  promoted by the Tohoku Railway Association was evaluated as an initiative that contributed to 
the development of Japanese railways, and was received the “ Regional Railway Technology Cooperation Award” of Nippon Railway 
Award . 
2. In October 2011, the “Tohoku Local Line Reconstruction Assistance Campaign,” which had been promoted mainly by the Tohoku Railway 
Association since the Great East Japan Earthquake, was received the “Special Award by the Award Selection Committee” of Nippon 
Railway Award. 
3. 2022 fiscal year was the second year under Covid-19. Many of the Tohoku Railway Association’s activities have been canceled from the 
perspective of preventing the spread of Covid-19. Here, we have posted the efforts implemented by the ingenuity of the members even 
under such circumstances.
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The Tohoku Railway Association



Efficient maintenance of vehicles 
and equipment

Joint training / workshop

Information sharing of parts, inspection 
and measurement equipment, etc. owned 
by each company

Information sharing and coordination 
related to contract / entrust

Mutual convenience of depleted parts and expensive 
inspection equipment

While sending passengers in the area along the railway line to each 
other, learn about promotion of use and advanced initiatives

Promotion of mutual consignment / consignment 
contracts for railway vehicle inspection and repair work, 

etc.

Sharing and cooperation
of sales know-how

Project to share technological capabilities

Project to send  passengers to each other

Further improvement of safety level

The Tohoku Railway Association is an organization consisting of 19 companies including private railways and third sector railway companies, 
and the chairman is Mr. Choniro Sawada (President and CEO of Tsugaru Railway Co., Ltd.). We are working to overcome challenges such as 
improving rail transport safety and reducing the number of passengers. Therefore, we are promoting a number of activities through collaboration 
between railway companies.

Train attendant skill improvement training
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Advice and guidance for troubles

Railway technology / safety advisor system

Joint workshops, forums, etc.

Joint training in abnormal times

Activities of the Tohoku Railway Association in the 2021 fiscal year (Aim and overall picture) 

"Railway Festival in Tohoku" event 

Event trains of each company, etc.
Member's cooperative efforts

Railway Technical Training

Activities to revitalize 
ｔhe Tohoku railway

Joint study session between members

・Training of railway engineers
・Technology improvement 

and inheritance  

Service improvement Promotion 
of use 

Activities to 
revitalize local 
railways, etc. 

Cooperation in human resource 
development
～ Improvement and inheritance of 
technology ～

Practical collaboration
～ Sharing of technology and 
know-how ～



Activities to revitalize railways in the Tohoku region (event trains, etc.)

Tsugaru Railway Co.,Ltd.
◆ Dazai Train 6/19～9/30

This is a train displaying 
handmade materials about 
Osamu Dazai (Novelist 1909-
1948) from this region. Not only 
Dazai fans, but everyone can 
make new discoveries.

◆ Suzumushi Trains 9 / 1-10 / 31
The Suzumushi ("bell-ringing" crickets)

grown in-house are exhibited in the station 
and in the car. Passengers are impressed in 
Tsugaru's autumn journey with the autumn 
scenery and the sound of the Suzumushi 
spreading out.

◆ New Year train 12 / 31-1 / 11
This train is decorated with Eto

(like Zodiac in Japan) and Kagami
Mochi (rice cakes for the gods and 
Buddha on New Year's Day) to make 
the New Year's mood more exciting.  

◆ Stove train 12 / 1-3 / 31 
This train is a winter tradition of 

Tsugaru region . Warm the inside of 
the car with the Daruma Stove(old-
fashioned coal heater)in the old 
passenger car and run in the Tsugaru 
Plain. The inside of the car is 
crowded with Surume(classic dried 
squid) and local Sake.
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◆Chika Chika ☆ Biga Biga Train    
12 / 27-1 / 10

Tsugaru Railway installed LED 
decorations on the train and 
operated during that period. In 
addition, on 12/27, 12/28, 1/2, and 
1/3, we held a charter event for 
parents and children.

◆ Apple train 1/7 ~ 1/21

Tsugaru Railway installed a 
balloon decoration in the image 
of an apple orchard on the train 
and operated during that period. 
We also held charter events for 
parents and children on 1/8, 
1/9, 1/10 and 1/16.

On November 13, the 91st anniversary 
of the opening of all Tsugaru Railway 
lines, the "Train Travel Library" opened at 
Tsugaru Iizume Station. This library is a 
library that holds more than 3,000 books 
by the late Naoki Tanemura, a writer 
specializing in railways.

◆Railway writer Naoki Tanemura "Train 
Travel Library" opened 

◆ 90 + 1st Anniversary of the opening of all Tsugaru Railway lines
Online virtual event "Tsugaru Kishakko Carnival"
Tsugaru railway have given up on the

commemorative event due to the spread of
Covid-19. However, they were looking for a
way to express my gratitude to everyone
along the railway line and "Tsugaru fans". At
that time, we were able to hold a virtual event
online with the cooperation of Mr. Ryo
Sampei and the alumnus of the Railway
Research Circle of Tokyo Gakugei University.



Aoimori Railway co.,Ltd.

Activities to revitalize railways in the Tohoku region (event trains, etc.)

◆ Efforts related to World 
Cultural Heritage registration of 
"Hokkaido / Northeastern 
Jomon Archaeological Sites“
August 2021 ~

To celebrate the decision to 
register the "Hokkaido / 
Northeastern Jomon
Archaeological Sites" as a 
World Heritage Site, we 
installed banners 
at Aomori Station 
and Hachinohe 
Station from August
2021 and posted 
advertisements on the 
train. 
In March 2022, we 
Produced Jomon
collaboration goods to
create synergistic 
effects in attracting 
customers.

Iwate Galaxy Railway co.,Ltd.

■Piano installed at Sugo Station -Birth of Eki Naka Piano-
A memorable piano was donated by 

Kuriyagawa Kindergarten attached to 
Morioka University and installed at Sugo 
Station. It is a piano full of memories 
that welcomed many children in the hall 
of the kindergarten, provided fun music 
and memories, and sent them to the 
elementary school.

■ IGR x Takizawa City Photo Contest Held 
7 / 15-11 / 15

Iwate Galaxy Railway held the "IGR x 
Takizawa City Photo Contest" in collaboration 
with Takizawa City. For photographs taken of 
"Takizawa City x IGR Wrapping Train" that 
started operation in March 2021 or photographs 
taken at Takizawa Station / Sugo Station.
■ Joint project to commemorate the 130th 
anniversary of the opening of the railway 
between Morioka and Aomori

Iwate Galaxy Railway and Aoimori 
Railway jointly launched a special ticket 
"Morimori Free Pass", a stamp rally for 
stations celebrating the 130th anniversary 
of their opening, and a commemorative 
admission ticket set sale.
■ "North Iwate MaaS" service started! 10/6 ~

Iwate Galaxy Railway and Sanriku Railway 
have started selling advantageous tickets by 
North Iwate MaaS.

Many pregnant women are worried about 
driving their own car during the winter. 
Therefore, Iwate Galaxy Railway has released 
"IGR HUG PASS" from December 1st 2021 in 
cooperation with Iwateken Kotsu for such 
pregnant women.

■ IGR PR video released!    2022/1/24 ~
Iwate Galaxy Railway have released a Web PR video 

featuring high school students in the area along the railway 
line. It was also aired on a TV commercial.

３

■ ”IGR HUG PASS”    Released from 12/1



■ Premium lunch train

Activities to revitalize railways in the Tohoku region (event trains, etc.)

Sanriku Railway co.,Ltd.

Saturdays and holidays from May 8 to 
June 27
Saturdays and holidays from October 
23 to November 28
The train where you can enjoy a special 

lunch box and an in-train experience event 
while riding the Ozashiki train

■ Western-style kotatsu train
Saturdays and holidays 
from 12/11 to 2/27
This train was operated by 

setting a Western-style kotatsu
on a retro-style train, a seafood
lunch was provided, and a local 

guide and Hikara-san guided along the line.

■ Kotatsu train
Saturdays and holidays from December 18th 
to March 27th

Passengers were 
surprised at the sudden 
appearance of "Namomi" 
when they were enjoying the 
beautiful scenery and 
seafood lunch on the 
Kotatsu train!

■ A trip to appreciate the Otsuchi folk performing art 
"Bonfire Dance（Kagari-bi no Mai）"

6/12、6/26、7/10、7/24
After getting on the train and having a meal at a hotel 

near the venue, a trip to appreciate the "bonfire dance" in 
the precincts of Kozuchi Shrine and return

■ Kaiketsu Zorori Train
16 days from 7/17 to 8/22

This is a trip to adventure 
while solving the difficult questions 
that "Kaiketsu Zorori" raises, and it is a very 
popular project with a capacity of 35 people 
for families all day.

■ Satetsu Geotrain 12/19、2/13

This was a 
mini-plan to enjoy
walking and train 
trips to the 
Geoparks along 
the Sanriku 
Railway under the guidance of a 
certified guide.

■Winter vacation free study train

9 days from 12/28 to 1/9
This train was operated

for elementary school
students and their families. 
They learned about the 
earthquake on their way out 
and ate UDON at a famous 
restaurant for lunch. Many other projects were prepared.

7/31～ 8/1

■ Sanriku vertical night train "Sanriku Asakaze" has been in operation 
for the first time in two years!

The special train was operated for the 
first time in two years. And it ran 163 
kilometers (the longest on the third sector 
railroad) overnight and enjoyed the 
spectacular view of the rising sun from the 
Pacific Ocean.

４



Activities to revitalize railways in the Tohoku region (event trains, etc.)

５

☆ Rice paddy art 
Late May-Late September

☆ Ohina-sama train

Inside the train, hanging Hina 
dolls made by mothers along the 
line and pictures of Hina dolls 
drawn by nursery school children 
along the line were 
Exhibited.

☆ Gottsuo Tamatebako Train

On this train, Gottsuo handmade 
by mothers of farmer’s guest 
houses along the line were 
prepared. And you could eat while 
enjoying lectures such as recipes 
and tourist information from the 
Attendant Mothers.

Akita Nairiku Tetsudo co.,Ltd.

☆ A trip to experience the Jomon in kitaAkita

The rice paddy art along the 
railway line, which was produced 
in collaboration with the local 
people, will be held at five 
locations along the railway line 
this term, and some trains will 
also be driving slowly.

☆Mountain feast train 6/26、11/13
On the train, we provided 4 to 5 kinds of packs of mountain ingredients 

along the line and side dishes eaten in the area, and enjoyed them on the 
Ozashiki train. This project was specialized in the special products of 
Kitaakita City, like the Gottsuo train in Senboku City.

Participants received an explanation about the Isedōtai site, 
boarded the Akita Jomon train to tour the site, and then ate lunch with 
Jomon udon at the hot spring facility "Jomon no Yu" and disbanded 
after bathing. It was a trip to enjoy the Jomon period.

6/25、7/16

☆笑EMI dining
7/8、7/23、8/9、11/3、11/23、12/23、
2022/1/3、10、21、28、2/23

☆ Jomon Wine Tour 7/25

The participants on this day tour ate 
lunch boxes and Jomon wine, which 
were the ingredients that would have 
been eaten during the Jomon period on 
the train.

☆ Night train 8/6
This tour was a late-night trip using a long line, after taking a bath at 

a station building with a hot spring, turned around while watching the 
passage of a freight train at night at Takanosu station, ate the late 
night meal at Aniai station, run while resting, and disbanded at 
Kakunodate Station in the morning. (With morning milk and radio 
gymnastics)

11/27、2022/1/29

2022.2/20～3/6

☆ Kiki sake train

Each time, a tour was planned for each liquor with the theme of 
wine and sake, and the snacks that match the liquor are produced 
and provided by the vendors along the line.

2022/1/15、1/29

This train was a food event train in 
collaboration with a wedding hall in 
Akita City, that the participants could 
enjoy French course meals made in the 
prefecture along with the scenery on the 
sightseeing train.

*Gottsuo : Dialect meaning feast(Gochiso)
*Tamatebako: Here, we refer to a lunch box 
filled with wonderful and unusual things. 

*Kiki sake：Judging the quality of alcoholic beverages by feeling.

*Ohina-sama: Dolls displayed at the Doll's Festival (Hinamatsuri).
"O" is a word that familiarizes and respects Hina dolls. The Hinamatsuri is 
held in the hope that girls could grow up healthy. 



６

Yamagata Railway co.,Ltd.

Activities to revitalize railways in the Tohoku region and South Hokkaido （event trains, etc.）

▲ Summer vacation pounding parent-child experience tour 7/24

This tour was co-sponsored 
by the Arcadia Tourism 
Bureau. Participants were 
limited to "parents and 
children", and a combination of 
boarding and vehicle base 
tours and amphibious bus 
boarding was combined.

▲ The autumn leaves of the Okitama-road on the Flower Nagai Line
11/4

This tour was co-
sponsored by the 
Arcadia Tourism 
Board. You enjoyed 
the autumn of 
Okitama to their 
heart's content.

▲ Yamagata Railway Premium Wine Train 2022/1/22

The tour was a 2 hour 20 minute trip 
to enjoy wines and special snacks 
from 6 wineries along the Nanyo city. 
Participants commented that "all the 
wines were delicious".

2022/3/19
The train was 

accompanied by Touji, and 
the passengers sipped sake 
while listening to the story. 
It was very popular with 
customers from outside the 
prefecture, and we received 
a request for the next event.

South Hokkaido Railway co.,Ltd.
🔶 Sightseeing train 

"Nagamare‐ Kaikyo- Go"

Conducted 6 times 
from July to October

Everyone enjoyed the delicious 
local meals in the "Nagamare-
Kaikyo-go", which was decorated 
by hand.

🔶 Night view train

November 12th-December 24th
(15 days)

We planned to reduce the lights in 
the train in some sections so that you 
can enjoy the night view from the 
train window. It was our sixth year.

🔶 Sightseeing train "Nagamare-Kaikyo-Go  Isaribi Oden Train"
11/20

On the train of "Nagamare-Kaikyo-
Go", we offered original "Oden" from 
a local restaurant and delicious 
meals, and everyone enjoyed it.

🔶 Sightseeing train 
"Nagamare-Kaikyo-Go

Xmas Train " 12/25
On the train of "Nagamare-

Kaikyo-Go", we offered hors 
d'oeuvres and desserts at local 
restaurants, decorated Christmas 
decorations on the train, and the 
staff appeared wearing Santa 
costumes so that passengers 
could enjoy themselves.

▲ Local sake train

*Touji： A craftsman who makes sake. Or its chief executive officer.



Aizu Railway Co., Ltd.

Activities to revitalize railways in the Tohoku region (event trains, etc.)

◎ Oza Toro Observatory Train
April-November

A total of 273 trains operated for 
91 days, mainly on weekends, and 
about 5,400 people boarded. The 
train stopped at three view spots and 
passengers enjoyed the spectacular 
view of the valley.

◎ Aizu Railway Online Tour

6/26、7/25、8/7
With the spread of Covid-19, 
we planned and implemented 
a tour to introduce the Aizu 
Railway online.

◎ Tadami Line trip by Oza Toro 
observation train

7/10、10/8、9、11/13、20、28、
12/11、18

As part of Fukushima Prefecture's 
business to support the JR Tadami 
Line, we conducted a tour to board 
the Oza Toro Observation Train on 
the JR Tadami Line.。

◎ Tobu Railway Type 350 Express 
Minamiaizu 11/3

From Asakusa to Aizu-Tajima, the 
nostalgic "Express Minamiaizu" 
was revived for one day only and 
was enjoyed by railroad fans.

◎ Recreation of "Rindo no Ie"

We provided people with disabilities to the 
"Rindo no Ie" facility on a trip using the 
Oza Toro Observatory Train, and they 
enjoyed the scenery along the railway line 
while eating lunch in the train..

11/17

◎ Hot spring & gastronomy tour
11/20、21

The tour about "Tetsu-in-cho" 
planned by Yomiuri Travel Service, 
the tour participants enjoyed the 
Aizu Railway tunnel and Okawa 
dam tour as a set. And they did 
trekking along the line the next day.

◎ Aizu Line / Tadami Line 
Experience Tour12/18

This is a tour for elementary school 
students only, which is a business of 
Aizuwakamatsu City. We planned a 
trip to enjoy both the Aizu Railway and 
the Tadami Line, and the elementary 
school students who participated 
confirmed the restoration status of 
the Tadami Line from the train 
window.

◎ Santa train 12/24、25

On the beautifully decorated dolly 
train between Nishi-Wakamatsu 
and Aizu Shimogo, Santa gave 
presents to the children.

７

※"Rindo no Ie" is a facility run by a social welfare 
corporation that mainly provides welfare services 
to people with intellectual and mental disabilities.
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Activities to revitalize railways in the Tohoku region
(Collaboration activities of members) (Activities in collaboration with local communities 

and related parties)

This project was jointly planned and implemented by Aizu Railway, Abukuma 
Express and Yamagata Railway with the aim of enlivening each region by 
creating bright topics and helping to regain the vitality of each region.
[1st] 4/1 ~ Hard ticket admission ticket set & clear file sale
[2nd] 7/1 ~ Tetsudou Musume collaboration "hard ticket admission set" sale

Tohoku Destination Campaign Commemoration
-South Tohoku Third Sector Railway Joint Project-

Abukuma kyuko Aizu railway Yamagata railway

<Tetsudou Musume collaboration "hard ticket admission set">

Joint project to commemorate the 130th 
anniversary of the opening of the railway between 
Morioka and Aomori

The railway between Morioka and Aomori was opened on September 1st, 130 
years ago.To commemorate this, Iwate Galaxy Railway and Aoimori Railway 
have jointly implemented a project.

8/1 ~ "Morimori Free Pass" sale
8/1 ~ 130th Anniversary Stamp Rally
9 / 17 ~ "130th Anniversary Admission 
Ticket Set" for sale

They have released a special ticket 
"Morihachi Twin Ticket" for a limited 
time, which is convenient for 
business use and sightseeing trips 
and can be used between Morioka 
and Hachinohe.

"Morihachi Twin Ticket" for sale

April: Birth of Ekinaka Piano at IGR Sugo Station [Iwate Galaxy Railway]
April: Sanriku Railway Station-1 Gourmand Trip has begun! [Sanriku Railway]
June: Tohoku Electric Power ✕ Sanriku Railway About the exhibition of the   

history panel of the electric power business in the Tohoku Electric 
Power wrapping train [Sanriku Railway]

June: Takizawa City x IGR collaboration wrapping vending machine 
appears at Takizawa Station ［Ｉwate Ｇalaxy Ｒailway］

June: JAL flight attendants entertain on the Sanriku Premium Lunch Train! 
[Sanriku Railway]

June: Birth of Sanriku Railway wrapping trailer [Sanriku Railway]

July: Professional soccer players will install ropes to prevent deer [Sanriku 
Railway]

July: IGR x Takizawa City Photo Contest will be held [Iwate Galaxy Railway]

July: "Goat “Yvonne”" wrapping train departs! [Sanriku Railway]

October: “North Iwate MaaS” service started! [Iwate Galaxy Railway /
Sanriku Railway］

November: "2nd Yurikogen Fair" held!     [Yuri Kogen Railway]

January: "Tsugaru and Regional 100 Years Project" in progress!
[Tsugaru Railway]

February: Funakoshi Elementary School / Tairyō-bata Design Train Operates! 
[Sanriku Railway]

July: About presenting a letter of appreciation to Kuji City Ube Junior High 
School and Kuji City Ube Elementary School [Sanriku Railway]

March: Go with JAL Furusato Cheering Squad! "Santetsu Galaxy Star Tour
2022"   [Iwate Galaxy Railway]

November: Railway writer Naoki Tanemura "Train Travel Bunko" opens 
[Tsugaru Railway]

November / December: Illuminations at Koma Station and Okunakayama 
Station [Iwate Galaxy Railway]

(Excerpt from Tohoku Railway Association website "Tetsutabi Info")

July: "Virtual boarding" train running on YouTube! !! [Tsugaru Railway]

August: Yahoo! Net Fundraising "Sanriku Railway Support Fundraising" 
Announcement [Sanriku Railway]

March: About the implementation of "crowdfunding" [Tsugaru Railway]

Morimori Free Pass 

Stamp rally 
ticket



Activities to revitalize Tohoku railways - ＴＯＨＯＫＵ ＆ ＨＡＫＯＤＡＴＥ ＬＯＣＡＬ ＲＡＩＬ ＰＡＳＳ -

In order to further increase the number of foreign tourists including Taiwan to the Tohoku and Southern Hokkaido 
regions, 13 railway companies in the Tohoku and Southern Hokkaido regions have jointly planned tickets for foreign tourists 
visiting Japan. "TOHOKU & HAKODATE LOCAL RAIL PASS" is on sale from January 1, 2018. 

ＴＯＨＯＫＵ ＆ ＨＡＫＯＤＡＴＥ ＬＯＣＡＬ ＲＡＩＬWAY ＰＡＳＳ

1.Ticket name and sale price 
“Tohoku ＆ Hakodate Local Rail Pass”, 4,800 yen 

2．13 participating railway companies 
South Hokkaido Railway, Aoimori Railway,Tsugaru Railway, Konan Railway, 
Sanriku Railway , Iwate Galaxy Railway, Akita nairiku Jukan Tetsudo, 
Yuri kogen Railway, Yamagata Railway, Abukuma Express, 
Fukushima Transportation, Aizu Railway, Yagan Railway 

3. Validity period and main application methods 
Validity period : 7 days 
How to apply : You can get on and off the non-reserved seats of ordinary and 

rapid trains in the free area. When using it across the free area and
A) Limited express / express train 
B) Trains that connect reserved seats, etc. 
If you board a regular train, you will be charged a separate fare.   

4. Sales location and exchange location
Ticket sales or voucher sales location : Taiwanese travel agency
Exchange points : Hakodate International Tourism and Convention Association Hakodate Station 

Information Center, Hakodate Airport Information Corner, Aomori Railway Aomori Station /
Hachinohe Station, Tsugaru Railway Tsugaru-Goshogawara Station, Konan Railway hirosaki
Station / Chuo-hirosaki Station, Iwate Galaxy Railway Morioka Station ・ Iwate Numakunai
Station / Ninohe Station, Sanriku Railway Kuji Station / Miyako Station / Kamaishi Station / 
Sakari Station, Yuri Kogen Railway Ugohonjyo Station, Akita Nairiku Jukan Tetsudo Kakunodate
Station / Takanosu Station, Yamagata Railway Akayu Station, Fukushima Transportation 
Fukushima Station, Abukuma Kyuko Fukushima Station, Aizu Railway Nishi-wakamatsu
Station / Aizu-Tajima Station, Yagan Railway Shinfujiwara Station 
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On Thursday, March 24, 2022, the Tohoku Railway Association and 
the Tohoku District Transport Bureau hold a business meeting to 
create travel products specializing in regional railways with the 
cooperation of the Tohoku Secretariat of the Japan Association of 
Travel Agents. This was the first business meeting specializing in 
regional railways in the Tohoku region, and 7 members of the 
Tohoku Railway Association and 10 companies of the Japan 
Association of Travel Agents Tohoku Secretariat attended.

Activities to revitalize railways in the Tohoku region
（ Business meeting) （Event train calender）

All list of “event trains” 
and “special tickets

Yamagata Raileay

Konan Railway

Aoimori Railway

Sanriku Railway

Iwate Galaxy Railway

South Hokkaido Railway

Transportaition Bureau 
City of Senda

Sendai Airport Transit

Akita Nairiku Jyukan Tetsudo

Ｔｓｕｇａｒｕ Railway

Yri Kogen Railway

Abukuma Kyuko

Fukushima Transportation

Aizu Railway

The sales subcommittee of the Transport and Technical Committee of the Tohoku 
Railway Association collected event train information and "planning ticket" 
information of each passenger railway member company, and started posting it as 
an "event train calendar" on the Tohoku Railway Association website in December.
In 2022, we changed the name to "Recommendations" and continue to implement it.

Event train calendar
Site top page 
(image)
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Press release by 
Tohoku District 
Transport Bureau



Activites to revitalize Tohoku railways - Cycle train and bicycle rental -
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-Banner on the Tohoku Railway 
Association website-

2021/03/19 

Cycle train ＆ bicycle rental information [The Tohoku Railway Association] 
You can hear the footsteps of spring. It will soon be a fun season to go out by bicycle. Therefore, here we will 

post information on cycle trains run by railway companies that are members of the Tohoku Railway Association 
and rental bicycles around stations. 

【Cycle train information】
[Aomori] Tsugaru Railway: Bring in as personal 

belongings Possible charge 280 yen 
throughout the year
Contact: Tsugaru Railway Co., Ltd. 
Transportation Division 0173-34-2148

[Aomori] Konan Railway
[Akita] Akita Nairiku Jukan Tetsudo
[Akita] Yuri kogen Railway 
[Iwate] Sanriku Railway: Can be brought in for a fee Year-

round 
Contact: Sanriku Railway Co., Ltd. 
Passenger Sales Department 0193-62-7000 

[Miyagi / Fukushima] Abukuma Kyuko 
[Fukushima] Fukushima Transportation Iizaka Line 
[Fukushima] Aizu Railway

[Aomori] Tsugaru Railway: Free bicycle 
rental Bicycle rental station 

[Aomori] Konan Railway (Hirosaki Station 
/ Chuo-hirosaki Station)

[Aomori] Aoimori Railway (Asamushi-
Onsen Station) 

[Akita] Akita Nairiku Jukan Tetsudo (Aniai  
Station / Yonaizawa Station / 
Aikawa Station) 

[Iwate] Sanriku Railway (Kuji Station / 
Miyako Station * [Contact] Miyako  

station square general sightseeing 
Information center 0193-62-3534 
/ Rikuchu-Noda Station 

* [Inquiries] Nodamura Co., Ltd. 
0194-78-2106)

[Iwate] Iwate Galaxy Railway (Kuriyagawa 
Station / Takizawa Station / Shibutami 
Station / Koma Station / Ichinohe 
Station / Ninohe Station / Kintaichi-
Onsen Station) 

[Yamagata] Yamagata Railway (Nagai 
Station / Akayu Station / Arato
Station) 

[Miyagi] Sendai City (Sendai City
Transportation Bureau) (Sendai 
Station / International Center Station 
/ Itsutsubashi Station / Aoba Dori-

Ichibancho Station / Nagamachi
Station / Nagamachi-Minami Station  

* The displayed map shows rental 
bicycles throughout Sendai city. )

[Miyagi / Fukushima] Abukuma Kyuko 
(Fukushima Station / Marumori

Station / Kakuda Station) 
[Fukushima] Fukushima Transportation Iizaka

Line (Iizaka Onsen Station) 
[Hokkaido] South Hokkaido Railway (Oshima-

Tobetsu Station)

Website image

The Tohoku Railway Association, in collaboration with the Tohoku Transport Bureau, opened a portal site that 
provided cycle train information and rental cycle information at railway stations from August 2019 on the Tohoku Transport 
Bureau's Web sit. Since March 2021, the site has been relocated to the Tohoku Railway Association website and is in 
operation. 

【Bicycle rental information around stations】



The training for coach drivers was held on November 17th at the JR East 
General Training Center (Shirakawa City), and 10 members who are expected to be 
active as coach drivers from 10 member companies participated. The training 
began with a greeting from Yuichi Ohashi, the chairman of the driving 
subcommittee, and the participants visited the "Accident History Exhibition Hall" in 
the morning. In the afternoon, they attended a lecture on "driver training" by Junichi 
Konno, chairman of the Transport and Technical Committee, and a lecture on 
"basics of safety" by the director of the center transport training department, and 
then experienced a driving simulator. At the end of the training, Keiichi Sato, 
Senior Advisor for Railway Technology and Safety, gave a comment, and all the 
participants were issued a certificate of completion by Chairman Ohashi.

The training was a one-day training (the night before in Shirakawa City) from 
the viewpoint of preventing COVID-19 infections.

In order to effectively and efficiently carry out large-scale training, etc., which is difficult for one company to carry out alone, we hold joint 
training and workshops in collaboration with railway companies to improve technical capabilities and safety. In 2022, joint training for the 
association was not possible to prevent the spread of COVID-19, but the training for coach drivers was held at the facility of the JR East General 
Training Center.

Project to share technological capabilities（Part 1 Implementation of joint training and workshops）

Advantages of collaborating training etc.Current issues

1. It is possible to efficiently and effectively carry out 
large-scale training and inviting instructors with
advanced knowledge.

2. Reflect the needs of each company in creating
programs such as workshops.

3. Sharing and improving technology through checks
by excellent engineers from other companies (for
example, the technical manager of company A
gives guidance and advice to company B).
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出発信号機故障時取扱い訓練

◆ It is inefficient for each company to individually invite technical
Instructors with advanced technical knowledge and conduct large-scale
training.

◆ It is difficult to involve employees in long-term distant training.
◆ It is difficult to train engineers with a wide range of knowledge, skills, and  

perspectives only with in-house guidance.
◆ It is necessary to train engineers with high expertise and the latest 

knowledge in each technical field (civil engineering, electricity, vehicles, 
driving).

異常時訓練（平成２８年度）

2022 Training for coach drivers

Greeting from Mr. Ohashi, chairman of the 
driving subcommittee

Self-introduction by participants

Lecture by Mr. Konno, Chairman of the 
Transport and Technical Committee

Participants who listen to the lecture seriously

Driving simulator 
experience

Commentary by 
Senior Advisor Sato

Awarding of certificate 
of completion



Mutual accommodation of depleted railway parts and 
expensive inspection equipment

◆ Progress of aging of vehicles and equipment and depletion of replacement parts (procurement takes 
a long time).

◆ It is uneconomical and inefficient to purchase and own expensive inspection and measuring instruments
individually.

◆ Reduction of maintenance costs due to deterioration of business environment.
◆ Insufficient information on inspection and measurement equipment and surplus parts owned by neighboring

companies.

Current issues

Mutual accommodation enables 
quick and low-cost procurement
of parts and equipment

Project to share technological capabilities
（Part 2 Sharing of parts and equipment, outsourcing of maintenance）
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🔶 Sanriku Railway 
Axle Ultrasonic Testing
Wheel rectification / axle ultrasonic flaw
detection inspection

Consignment of maintenance to
Iwate Development Railway

Before rectification

After rectification

During shaving

Members of the association will learn about the 
advanced efforts of the other railway by creating 
planned trips in cooperation and sending residents 
along their railway lines to each other. We has been 
implemented the "mutual passengers transfer business", 
which contributes to the promotion of the use of the 
railways , since 2007.

Host 
company

Tour name / date

Iwate 
Galaxy
Railway

Sanriku
Railway

19

Axle ultrasonic flaw
detection inspection

Lending from Sanriku Railway to 
Iwate Development Railway

1   rail grinder

Before construction

Rail grinder 
set adjustment

Rail grinder 
under construction

After construction

List of achievements of "projects to send passengers
to each other" in the 2021 fiscal year 

Doppuri Santetsu
(December 10) 32

8

Advantages 
of the sending side

Advantages
of the receiving side 

You can learn about the 
advanced efforts of the 
railways you visit 
to revitalize the railways 
in your area. 

It will be possible to attract 
passengers from outside the 
prefecture, improve their 
name recognition, and 
acquire repeaters. 

Residents along the line 

A railway 
company

B railway 
company

Full of projects that cannot be experienced on a regular 
trip, such as events on the train and tours of the depot !

Accepting
company

Number 
of people

Yamada Town 
"Kakigoya" Lunch and 
South Rias Trip 
(December 24)

Earthquake disaster 
learning train tour "Sanriku
where you can feel the 
present because it is now" 
(March 11, 2022)

Project to send  passengers
to each other



Joint workshop for sharing sales know-how 
and improving skills

The 11th Train Attendant Skill Improvement Training 
on the Web

Date: January 21, 2022

1. Greetings from the organizer
Choniro Sawada, Chairman of the Tohoku Railway Association

2. lecture
(1) "Tourism in Tohoku"

Lecturer: Mr. Masahiro Iwabuchi, Chief of Planning Division, Railway  
Department, Tohoku District Transport Bureau

(2) "Customer service and guides"
Lecturer: Ms. Yuko Amano   Miyagi Transportation Co., Ltd.   

President's Office Chief 
3. Announcement of Status report future efforts and exchange of 

opinions
4. Commentary 

Kenichi Miura, Chairman of the Sales subcommittee

This training, which was canceled from the viewpoint of 
preventing infection with the new coronavirus in Reiwa 2, was 
held online in the 2021 fiscal year. This was the first attempt to 
hold training on the Web, and although there were some 
inconveniences such as audio not being connected, we were able 
to achieve the expected results.

Activities such as subcommittees of the Transport and 
Technical Committee

● Sales Subcommittee (Web)
Agenda

(1) About the activities of the sales subcommittee from now on
① About creating an event train calendar
② About the Tohoku / Hakodate Local Railway Joint Pass
③ About freight railway initiatives in the sales subcommittee
④ About train attendant training

(2) Efforts of the Railway Department of the Tohoku District
Transport Bureau

September 30, 2021

● Driving Subcommittee (Web) November 5, 2021
Agenda

(1) About driving subcommittee activities
① About guidance driver training
② About efforts such as accident response training this year
③ About the efforts of the driving subcommittee next year

(2) Information provision
① Railway DX propulsion solution (JR East Consultants, Mr. Norio Ito, 

etc.)
② Information provided by the Tohoku District Transport Bureau

● Civil Engineering Subcommittee (Web) January 27, 2022
Agenda

(1) Civil engineering subcommittee activities
① About 2022 fiscal year railway track maintenance technical training
② About the efforts of the Civil Engineering Subcommittee next year

(2) Information provision
Information provided by the Tohoku District Transport Bureau

● Railway Technology and Safety Advisors Meeting (Web)

Theme
(1) Measures to revitalize the efforts of railway technology and 

safety advisors about 
(2) Status report, etc.

2022/3/29
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In this fiscal year, in order to further vigorously promote efforts to revitalize 
railways in Tohoku and technology sharing projects, We actively held the 
subcommittees and the Railway technology and safety advisory meetings, 
which are set up in the Transport and Technology Committee.


